
Game Notes "Summary"

DEFENSE COMMENTS
Guarding the ball-keep in front Important since a lot of teams use dribble drive offense.
More ball pressure Better use of hands will make you a better def team. Pressure def can become more efficient offense.
Better help side defense This is a key to every team's defense including where the help comes from in all situations. Use video and def help stats as teaching tools.
Transition defense Increase emphasis on this area.
Need a defensive mentality Should be a goal for next season.

OFFENSE
Offensive execution Improved off exec = improved off efficiency = more points/possession.
Start offense early-pass early This is a key to offense and we must improve this.
Faster cuts This is a key to everyone's offense and we have lots of room for improvement.
Get open footwork Good footwork on movement off the ball is a basic fundamental of offense.
Beating 1/2 ct pressure & denial This was a big problem in several games in the second half of the season.
Effective screening This area will improve with better teaching and emphasis in drills.
Ball Screen Offense Since like most teams we relied heavily on this at the end of the clock we need to practice the skills more to improve our offensive efficiency. 
Staggered screens This is a big part of our offense and we need to get better at being effective with the screens and reading the defense.
Fast break comments Teams are very effective in the open court and improvement on the outlet, sprinting the wings, passing ahead should make our offense more efficient.
Need better/more post play This will also help improve our perimeter play and will help down the stretch in close games. Emphasis in pre-season, pre and post practice will help us.
Passing on dribble drive Passing early on dribble penetration is critical to beating defense that emphasize help and close down the lane on our dribble penetration.
Passing out of post Improve passing technique and drills to provide our team with opportunites to practice this will help.
Zone offense We did not see much zone this past season but we struggled when we did. We need to address this in the offseason.
Strong drives/layups More practice of walled layups. Learn how to finish through contact.

GENERAL
Mental mistakes We need to embrace the importance of focus and concentration that it takes to win a championship.
Attention to details Same as above-Related topics.

INDIVIDUAL PLAYERS
Player 1 If he plays better we can get to next level; can become elite player; we need to find ways for him to score.
Player 3 Better offensive skills for him make us a better team. If he can't make that jump then just a catch and shoot off player & defender/rebounder  3 & D.
Player 5 Must get on the court for more minutes. He has the potential to become an elite player.


